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Abstract. Companies seeking to implement lean practices in engineer-to-order
environments experience major difficulties due to a high degree of non-standard
products and non-repetitive processes. Current lean methods need to be further
developed to be more efficiently applied in manufacturing environments with
high variety and complexity. This paper presents a new approach for value
stream mapping adapted to engineer-to-order production systems. The approach
combines the classic value stream mapping approach with recent works dealing
with lean methods in high mix and complex production systems. Also, it proposes a stronger focus on the choice of location of the customer order decoupling point compared to previous research.
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Introduction

Engineer-to-order (ETO) manufacturing environments are typically characterized by
high levels of product and process variation, high product complexity and deep product structures, and low production volumes. Each new order involves product design
and development based upon customer specifications. Moreover, design, delivery
speed and flexibility are typical order winners and the customer order decoupling
point is typically positioned at the very start of production [1].
It is well known that companies that seek to implement lean practices in production
environments that involve a high degree of non-standard products and non-repetitive
processes, experience major difficulties. Current lean methods therefore need to be
further developed before they can be efficiently applied in manufacturing environments with high variety and complexity [2, 3]. Despite the growing trend towards
increased customization and personalization that imply enhanced variety and complexity in manufacturing, research on the implementation of lean approaches in ETO
settings is scarce [e.g. 3, 4]. In this paper focus is on value stream mapping (VSM), a
simple and well-known approach to achieve lean flow. The method is developed for

analysis and improvement in discontinuous flow line manufacturing environments
[5], and is most suited for linear product routings and standard products. VSM has
three main drawbacks for ETO manufacturing:
 The method does not address the challenges of identifying and mapping value
streams in manufacturing environments where the product structure are complex
and routings are intertwined.
 Only basic guidelines and techniques for developing lean flow for standard products are included. Techniques that are more sophisticated [4, 6] are needed before
the method is applicable for customized manufacturing.
 The Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) is merely considered as a frame
condition for future state design, and how to position the decoupling point is not
sufficiently addressed. Positioning the decoupling point is crucial for the performance of engineer-to-order manufacturing and should include an assessment of
both engineering and manufacturing lead times.
The purpose of this paper is to create a new value stream mapping approach for the
design of flow oriented ETO production systems. The new method integrates the classic VSM method with recent techniques and methods for creating lean flow in high
variety and complex manufacturing environments.

2

Methodological approach

A review of relevant literature in the lean manufacturing field was carried out with
focus on the design of lean production control systems in ETO environments. Several
relevant studies were identified and used as a starting point in the development of the
approach with a particular emphasis on Duggan's mixed model approach [4] and the
improved VSM for complex manufacturing [7]. The identified procedures and processes were reviewed and relevant aspects were selected. Several drafts of the approach have been iteratively discussed and tested during a two-year period in a case
company. Since the main focus of this paper is to present the proposed approach, its
application in the case company is dealt with only to a limited extent; a simplified
version of the current state map that was developed in the case company is included in
the paper.
The case company is an ETO manufacturing company of heavy and complex ship
equipment. It was critical to get access to in depth and detailed insights of their operations as well as to quantitative data. Moreover, the involvement of company representatives in discussions during the development process has been important.

3

Review of Literature

The literature review identified a set of relevant previous works that suggest adjusted
lean approaches for various types of high mix low volume manufacturing settings,

Table 1. These methods are briefly described in the text below. Common for several
works is that they are based upon the classic VSM approach [5].
Table 1. Summary of the literature review
Approach
Mixed model
value streams [4]
Improved VSM [7]
Value network
mapping [8]
VSM [9]
VSM [10]
VSM [11]

Manufacturing setting
High variety or mix of products or product variations
Products with non-linear value
streams
Products with dissimilar routings that share common resources
MTO products, job shop environment

Type of method
Step-by-step process
and questions
7 step procedure, iterative process
6 stepwise approach

Focus
VSM, future state
mapping
VSM, critical path,
temporized BOM
Current state mapping

Guidelines, options,
data requirements

Current state and
future state mapping
Future state mapping
Value stream monitoring
Future state VSM

High mix, low volume manu- 5 step methodology,
facturing, job shop
10 questions
Batch-of-one environments
9 step procedure

Pacemaker, bottle- MTO and MTS
neck, CODP [12]

3 steps/guidelines

In brief, several relevant works are identified that deal with MTO and high mix/low
volume environments although there are few studies dealing explicitly with specific
ETO settings. VSM constitutes a core framework in several studies. There are variations regarding their focus on current state and future state mapping. Several studies
present adapted guidelines and stepwise methods. However, few address the choice of
CODP location, which is natural as lean implies positioning the CODP as far upstream as is possible in the relevant value stream without interfering with resources
shared with other value streams.

4

The Suggested Approach

The proposed approach for value stream mapping in engineering to order manufacturing is based upon the classic VSM approach [5] and is extended by the other existing
studies that have adapted methods for ETO and similar manufacturing situations. The
approach is divided into two main parts; the first part (step 1-4) aims at mapping the
current state of the value stream while the second part (step 5-11) concentrates on
designing its future state. It comprises major steps that may be carried out in a sequential order. However, depending on the complexity of ETO production system, it
may be necessary to carry out each step in several iterations as well as to go back and
forth between steps.

4.1

Step 1: Select Product Family

This is a critical and challenging task in ETO due to the high complexity of products
and irregular process routings. In high-variety/low-volume manufacturing, multiple
products with different demand rates and different operations are produced in the
same value streams [13]. The product family is essential for defining an appropriate
overall scope of the value stream. A product quantity analysis visualizes the product
mix in a chart sorting products in order of decreasing production quantity or selling
revenue; high volume or high revenue value streams are prioritized [7, 10]. Process
routings are mapped to group products according to process commonality in the plant,
with focus on downstream processes [4]. A product-process matrix is drawn to make
groups of products with the same processing steps; at least 80 percent process commonality is required [4, 7]. A work content matrix is drawn to analyze total operator
time variation; less than 30 percent process time variation is required [4]. Products are
combined, sorted and revised in several iterations until a suitable family for the value
stream is selected.
4.2

Step 2: Identify Critical Value Stream

The main critical value stream is a key component branch of a product, typically the
processing sequence responsible for the total frame of production time of that product
[7]. The bill-of-material (BOM) is mapped for typical products and the lead time is
analyzed for each branch. Components on the critical path are identified [11]. A temporized BOM is drawn to graphically visualize the maximum length of lead time
needed in the global value stream of supply and production [7]. Shared resources on
the critical path are also identified with a distinction between internal and external
sharing i.e. when machines are used for different components of the same product,
and machines are used by different product families [7].
4.3

Step 3: Identify Customer Order Decoupling Point

The inventory locations are analyzed to identify the CODP position of the critical
value stream. In an ETO situation, the CODP is typically located upstream in the
production process [1]. The CODP is also related to shared resources and bottlenecks
[12]. In ETO, the order-based engineering lead time and the order-based production
lead time are parts of the delivery time and need to be addressed in the CODP analysis. The CODP is positioned upstream when a key branch of the product includes new
elements that are engineered to order.
4.4

Step 4: Map Critical Value Stream

The current-state-map is drawn based upon the VSM modelling framework with
standard icons and metrics [5]. A high level value stream map is needed since demand
rates, process routings, and work content may vary for different products in the value
stream [4]. Shared machines, bottlenecks and insertion points where secondary

branches merge with the critical value stream are defined [7]. Bottleneck resources
that cannot be eliminated are managed to ensure balanced flow [5]. An example of a
current state map that represents a simplified map of a critical value stream of the case
company is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of a current state map of a critical value stream

4.5

Step 5: Calculate Average Takt Time

Takt time is defined as the customer demand rate or rhythm [4]. Since a pure takt time
control principle is not considered to be appropriate in high-variety, low-volume
manufacturing [6], an average takt time is more appropriate for ETO production [13].
The average takt time for the critical value stream that allows for variations is calculated. In order to deal with demand changes, various takt modes are defined based on
demand and resources [4].
4.6

Step 6: Create Continuous Flow Wherever Possible

To create continuous flow, all the resources needed to perform consecutive activities
on the family are dedicated in a set of adjacent cells or lines. The level of process
completeness per cell depends on distances between machines, imbalance in cycle
times, use of shared resources, and differences in operator skills [4, 14]. Where onepiece flow is not possible, activities are connected into FIFO lanes [4]. FIFO lanes are
created between all cells downstream of the CODP. FIFO lanes can be used to create
flow between cells/resources that are dedicated to the family, but a single FIFO lane
will create flow disruptions if used alone to connect resources that are shared between
different product families [4].
4.7

Step 7: Define the Customer Order Decoupling Point

A feasible CODP is selected that is the most efficient in terms of combined requirements for customization and short delivery lead-times for the value stream. Since the
delivery lead time includes the order-based engineering and production lead time, the
CODP is positioned upstream when a key branch of the product includes elements

that are designed and/or engineered to order. ETO products typically consist of standard components, modules, and sub-assemblies that do not require engineering lead
time, elements where the design can be easily modified and some elements that need
an extensive engineering lead time. A range of possible inventory points in the sequence of activities at each key component branch are possible CODPs that can separate the order driven flow from the speculation or pull driven flow, but only a few of
them can be regarded as feasible CODPs. Feasible CODPs typically have a natural
breaking point that correspond to inventory points with the same production lead time
in all key branches of the value stream, and allows engineering modifications to be
finished before any production activities start [15]. Other factors to take into consideration are demand volatility and volume [1]. A CODP is chosen that minimizes delivery lead time for a given level of customization.
4.8

Step 8: Create Pull Where Continuous Flow Cannot Be Extended

Critical points in the value stream, where continuous flow ends and pull must begin,
are identified. Pull through supermarkets are often required to buffer between cells
with resources that are shared between product families, cells that are located far
away from each other and cells with resources that are too unreliable to couple direct
in a continuous flow [5]. Many parts, modules and subassemblies in a customized
product are standard and can be handled through pure supermarket pull system [16].
Various parts are classified into runners, repeaters, and strangers; runners and some
repeaters are typical candidates for a pure pull system [17]. Pure pull is not applicable
for custom parts or for strangers, while pull mechanism such as sequential FIFO, generic Kanban, Conwip, and Polca may be used for such parts [18].
4.9

Step 9: Define the Pacemaker

The production process that will receive a schedule and set the pace for the entire
value stream is defined. The pacemaker process must have equipment dedicated to the
product family and is usually in the form of a cell where continuous one-piece flow
exist [4]. The pacemaker sets the pace upstream by withdrawing parts through pull
systems and downstream by regulating the release of work to maintain FIFO processing flow to the customer. A resource that is shared with other product families
cannot easily be a pacemaker because the flow often is too disruptive to follow a takt.
In ETO, the position of the pacemaker depends on the position of the CODP because
the schedule or work instruction for customized products needs to be sent to the first
cell after the CODP [12, 16]. High-variety/low-volume value streams tend to have an
imbalance in capacity between different cells. An obvious bottleneck resource will
determine maximum throughput and can be a pacemaker candidate [19].
4.10

Step 10: Level the Production Mix

The production of different products is distributed evenly over time. The time intervals that every regular product in the family will be able to run through are specified

(Every Product Every Interval). A small interval as possible is defined in order to
produce the right mix of each part number to satisfy customer demand, and not create
excess inventory that is wasteful [5]. Obtaining short intervals mean levelling the mix
of products that will run through the pacemaker. For high mixes of product variants,
all products are not ordered in every time period. In high mix value streams a level
pattern based on product sub-families (Every Family Every Interval) is created [20].
Sub-families are further segmented into runners and strangers. Each runner subfamily represent a fixed time period in the interval. Stranger families are grouped to
form one or more periods in the pattern.
4.11

Step 11: Level the Production Volume

The production load on the pacemaker process is divided into small consistent amount
of production [5]. In high-mix/low-volume manufacturing, the product work content
will vary and risks slowing down the pacemaker. If the bottleneck process is different
from the pacemaker, capacity constraints at the bottleneck must be taken into consideration in the pacemaker schedule [12]. Orders are thus broken down into equal time
increments of work (pitch) based on the bottleneck capacity [16]. In high mix environments the pitch increment is defined to include variations within the family [4]. In
order to level the work volume, products are built in a fixed sequence starting from
low to high cycle time, products are built ahead in a FIFO lane, products are stored in
supermarkets, or labor is added for products that exceed takt time [4, 16].

5

Conclusion

The literature on ETO adjusted lean methods is scarce and companies meet major
challenges when implementing lean in non-repetitive production. We have used the
VSM method as the overall structure, and have developed a more comprehensive
method that can be used in ETO environments. We have reviewed recent literature on
how to create a lean future state in high mix low volume manufacturing. For each step
of the original VSM method, we address the specific challenges related to high mix low volume environment, and propose extensions and adaptions to the original method in order to overcome these challenges. The CODP is important, and we have extended the original method with two extra steps to identify the current CODP and
determine the future CODP. The method combines various lean methods available in
literature that are adapted to non-repetitive manufacturing settings. In contrast to these
methods, it highlights the position of the CODP in the current state and future state
maps. Further research is needed to refine and validate the method in real life settings.
Therefore, further work is planned to utilize the general method to create continuous
flow in the case company.
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